Anthony Steiner

A passionate senior-level software developer with over 13 years
experience in both Web (via PHP & NodeJS) and .NET (back-end and frontend).

Senior .NET Developer &
Expert Web Developer

Proficient in most mainstream development technologies and the
corresponding layers.

Personal Info

Experience

Address

03.2012 -

172 Chesterfield Ln

Senior .NET Software Developer

present

InnerApps, LLC

Maumee, OH 43537

Develop and maintain an enterprising provisioning software that utilizes COSINE

Phone

LDAP/X.500 Standards found in most current operation systems.

419.740.1242

Help architect and design new concepts entire industries ignore as 'impossible'.

E-mail
jobs@steinerd.com
Place of birth

03.2013 -

CEO & Co-Founder

present

CaelusMinds
A small holdings company that works as a kick-board and micro-business

Buffalo,NY

incubator for projects.

Date of birth

Currently has two large-scale enterprise-level projects under its umbrella.

May 26, 1986
WWW
https://caelusminds.com/team

10.2016 -

.NET & Web Developer

05.2017

Contractor
Contacted for roughly 20+ hour work-weeks doing anything from creating a

WWW

custom Content Management System to a Custom Reporting Suite designed to be

https://steinerd.com

cross-platform.

LinkedIn
linkedin.com/in/anthonysteiner
Twitter

07.2015 -

[Part-time] .NET & Mobile Developer

08.2016

19 Ideas

twitter.com/asteinerd

Worked by myself or with a small team part-time on a slew of different projects

GitHub

ranging from tokenizing authentication routines in a intranet suite to rounding out

https://github.com/Steinerd

an AngularJS + Cordova based mobile application.

Professional Skills (.NET)

08.2010 -

CEO, Lead Developer & Co-Founder

10.2014

Provisionists, LLP
A wide-scoped technology start-up experimenting with different niches and

C#

technologies in the web industry to make our mark.

VB.NET

Eventually became a solid small-scale web-host, and I left to focus on other
projects since my business partner was quite capable of running the business

C++
F#
ASP.NET

himself.
08.2011 -

.NET & PHP Web Developer

02.2012

Contractor
Worked as a contractor for a unsigned musician based web-ring.

WebAPI (Owin)

There was bits in pieces written in PHP and other written in ASP.NET and my job

OData & WCF

was to make them talk to each other.

Web-Services

They've since shut-down their services.

Microsoft SQL

11.2010 -

Server 2005+

.NET Software Developer II

03.2012

Mueller Services, Inc.
Developed a handful of 'special projects' on a smaller team composed of myself

T-SQL

and my supervisor.

IIS 6, 7+

Worked on product development tickets in between the random special project,
spanning from VB6 tweaks in Access '97 to configuring custom reporting

Azure

Professional Skills (Web)
NodeJS
Python

subroutines in bleeding-edge web technologies.
01.2010 -

Junior .NET Developer

08.2010

Logistic Dynamics, Inc.
Helped maintain and [eventually] further develop the existing application(s)
directly tied to day-to-day operations and procedures.

Ruby On Rails
JavaScript

01.2008 -

Application Support Specialist

02.2009

Norman G. Jensen, Inc.
Now Livingston, formerly NGJ Customs Brokers.

AngularJS (1.x)

As a Application Support Specialist; I devised and finalized a series of small to
large grade Visual Basic for Application scripts to help expedite day-to-day

AngularJS (2+)

procedures.
The finalization of one such script titled "NGJ Entry Assistant" boosted accuracy of

PHP (4-7+)

data entry on an average of 20% and output to roughly 50% for participating

Laravel (PHP)
Zend Framework
(PHP)

offices.
06.2007 -

Senior Import Administrator

01.2009

Norman G. Jensen, Inc.

MySQL/MariaDB

Now Livingston, formerly NGJ Customs Brokers.
Automated and devised systems to help expedite extremely large volume clients

SQLite
MongoDB

international imports to the US.
11.2005 -

Data Entry Analyst

06.2007

Norman G. Jensen, Inc.
Now Livingston, formerly NGJ Customs Brokers.
Basic, entry level data-entry position where I was given the opportunity to create
my first application that increased my own productivity and accuracy by 200%.
Before long management wanted my routines in every data-entry analysts' hands.

08.2004 -

PHP Developer & System Admin

08.2010

Titan Network
Volunteer as a web and .NET application developer and system administrator for
non-profit fan-site web ring.
Set the pace and passion for development early on with .NET and other web
technologies. While working with other developers from different walks, building
eclectic skills and techniques.

